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A Refugee Scholar from Nazi Germany:
Mathematician Emmy Noether at Bryn Mawr College

Qinna Shen
It is everywhere incumbent upon university faculties . . . to maintain their historic duty of welcoming scholars, irrespective of race, religion and political opinion, into academic society, of protecting them in the interest of learning and human understanding, and of conserving for the world the ability and scholarship that might otherwise disappear.
-Emergency Committee in Aid of Displaced German Scholars
On April 7, 1933 , two months after Hitler came to power, the new Civil Service Law barred nonAryan Germans, including university professors and researchers of Jewish descent, from working in the public sector. 1 The Institute of International Education, which was founded in This article explores Bryn Mawr College's involvement with the Emergency Committee by examining the case of its most prominent guest, Emmy Noether. It pieces together discoveries from archives and existing publications to reconstruct a coherent story of the last two years of her life, which she spent at Bryn Mawr after she was dismissed from the University of Göttingen.
Whereas Noether's earlier life and work in Erlangen and Göttingen is well documented, many of the materials concerning her emigration and time at Bryn Mawr have not yet been collected and organized. This essay aims to undertake that task and to make the story of Noether, still recognized as the greatest woman in her field, known beyond the circle of mathematicians and physicists. It answers the question of how and why a world-class mathematician and physicist declined an opportunity to take refuge at the University of Oxford and accepted a position at a 3 less-known school. It will give readers a glimpse into what our small women's college did in those critical years to rescue and sustain purged scholars. Many more stories such as this one are archived in institutions in America and other countries and await similar endeavors to unearth the important history of forced emigration of academics during the Holocaust.
The Mission of the Emergency Committee
The Great Depression, whose global effects enabled the rise of fascism in Germany and thus helped to set the stage for the exodus of Jewish scholars, also complicated the task of the Emergency Committee that was formed to rescue them. From the outset, the committee made clear that due to the failing economy, American universities "are suffering from severe deprivation" and "teachers have been dropped from the rolls," therefore "the universities must not be called upon for financial assistance for the benefit of foreign scholars." 4 The Emergency
Committee's approach was to match an émigré scholar with an American university that was willing to provide the scholar with a position. Then, using funds provided by the Emergency Committee, the Rockefeller Foundation, and other philanthropic institutions, the university would pay the new faculty member's salary.
The committee operated according to three guiding principles. The first was to accept applications only from academic institutions willing to serve as hosts, and not from refugee scholars themselves. The committee compiled lists of displaced scholars for colleges to review, allowing them to choose candidates according to the school's needs and ability to accommodate refugees. The second guiding principle was to restrict its offers of assistance to established scholars who had already been employed by a German or European institution, so as to preempt competition between young American and foreign scholars; scholars under thirty-five years old 4 were ineligible except in cases of exceptional qualification. On the other hand, scholars over fifty-eight years old were excluded because they were believed to be less capable of adjusting to a new country. The third guiding principle was to give preference to institutions that might be able to absorb the refugee scholars into their faculty after a trial period of a year or two. Thus the committee hoped the temporary positions would eventually become permanent. 5 In the early years, the committee was able to offer institutions annual grants of $2,000 for two years; the Rockefeller Foundation matched the committee's grant, and in some cases gave even more. However, as an increasing number of European countries fell to the Nazis and more scholars were dismissed, the committee had to reduce the amount to around $1,000. 6 In 1938, the committee changed its name to reflect the changing demographic reality, becoming the that the worst could be warded off. It was in vain." 16 
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After being stripped of her hard-won lectureship, Noether initially hoped to find a position in Moscow through her friend and colleague P. S. Alexandrov. Alexandrov, president of the Moscow Mathematical Society, later recounted how he tried to assist her:
After her exile from Germany, she seriously considered finally settling in Moscow, and I had a correspondence with her on this question. She clearly understood that nowhere else were there such possibilities of creating a brilliant new mathematical school to replace the one that was taken from her in Göttingen. And I had already been negotiating with Narkompros about appointing her to a chair in algebra at Moscow University. But, as it happens, Narkompros delayed in making the decision and did not give me a final answer.
Meanwhile time was passing, and Emmy Noether, deprived even of the modest salary which she had had in Göttingen, could not wait, and had to accept the invitation from the women's college in the American town of Bryn Mawr.
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As Tent points out, Noether "had never even heard of Bryn Mawr College until July of that year," 21 and at one point she unflatteringly called it a "Weiber-College," a derogatory version of the usual term for a women's college (Frauen-College). 22 This is not surprising, since she could be blunt and abrasive at times, creating unpleasant moments and offending people around her;
but people who knew her well attested to her "motherly unselfishness" and "warm-heartedness beneath the rugged surface." 23 In retrospect, it was good that Emmy Noether did not go to the But I hope and assume that this will not create any great difficulties. I have already accepted an invitation for this winter, for the Christmas-Easter term, to give lectures at Somerville College, Oxford, which will also be accessible to mathematicians of the other Colleges. By the end of these lectures the academic year will almost be over.
It is to me personally a very pleasant feeling to be able to make my plans two years in advance; I certainly hope that things will turn out well. Dr. Noether does not, I understand, speak English well enough to conduct a seminar at once but she will be available for consultation by the graduate students and later I trust can herself give a course. I need not say that I am delighted Bryn Mawr College is one of many American institutions to welcome the scholars whose own country has rejected them. For the time only we must believe, Germany has set aside a great tradition of reverence for the scholar and for learning. I am glad also that the college can entertain so distinguished a woman and that the students in mathematics can profit by her brilliant teaching.
In the original draft of her convocation speech, Park noted that the Department of Mathematics had invited Noether "for one year certainly -I hope for a second as well." This phrase was penciled over and changed to "for two years" (Fig. 4) . Since Noether did not agree to come until the day before the convocation, a second year of funding for Noether must have been secured 17 shortly before Park delivered the speech. It is also to be noted that Park skipped over the fact that
Noether was Jewish and did not refer to the Emergency Committee per se. The letter I have received from Mr. Weaver of the Rockefeller Foundation is very discouraging. . . . He asked me whether it was likely that the college could plan to make the appointment a permanent one, by which I take it he meant to ask whether we could put her salary on our regular budget. Unfortunately I had to write him that we had no plan by which this could be done in the immediate future because there was no vacancy in the "Fräulein Noether was the most significant creative mathematical genius thus far produced since the higher education of women began. In the realm of algebra, in which the most gifted mathematicians have been busy for centuries, she discovered methods which have proved of enormous importance in the development of the present-day younger generation of mathematicians." 48 The urn containing her ashes was interred in the Cloisters at Bryn Mawr (Fig.   6 ).
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